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AN EXPERIMENTAL 8-PHASE MODULATION SYSTEM FOR DISTRIBUTION
OF DIGITAL TELEVISION SIGNALS

R.V. Harvey, B.Sc, M.I. E.E.

1. Introduction

Television signals are at present transmitted on a frequ-

ency modulated carrier for outside broadcast links, intra-

national microwave distribution, and international exchange

by satellite. It seems probable that frequency modulation

(f.m.) will be used also for a future system of direct tele-

vision broadcasting from satellites. However, in order to

obtain greater reliability in distributing television pro-

grammes within and between broadcasting authorities' net-

works, the signals are likely to be distributed in digital form

in the future. Possible modulation methods have been stu-

died theoretically and their performance compared with that

of f.m. ' Digital television is already being seriously

considered for satellite links, ' as well as for terrestrial

links.'' If a stable line-of-sight link is established, the

ratios of signal to noise and interference are virtually

constant — a seemingly ideal situation for a digital

system designed to withstand those levels of noise and

interference without introducing errors. In practice,

particularly for terrestrial links, an appreciable margin

must be allowed for fading. Part of the aim of the project

was to undertake a design exercise on an experimental

digital modulation system to meet the specific requirement

of television distribution by satellite in such a way that

a comparison could be made between its properties and

those of a conventional f.m. system. Although the basic

design was complete, the instrumentation was not carried

to the final stage; as a result, some important aspects

of the investigation could not be conducted. Nevertheless,

the work described in this report made several useful contri-

butions to the state of the art.

2. System requirements

2.1 Television bit-rate

It is known that simple linear quantising of a composite

video signal requires 8 bits per sample for satisfactory

transmission. The usual sampling rate adopted is one

which is three times the colour subcarrier frequency, i.e.

approximately 13-3 MHz, leading to a video bit-rate of

about 107 Mb/s. The bit rate may be reduced by using

non-linear or coarse/fine quantising such that only 6

bits are necessary for each transmitted sample, leading to a

bit rate of 80 Mb/s.

Further reductions in bit rate are possible; some

of the techniques include more advanced forms of differ-

ential p.c.m.^' separation and individual coding of the parts

of the composite video signal, use of the television line and

field blanking periods, and lowering of the sampling freq-

ency.^° Although the bit rate can be reduced to about

40 Mb/s, or less, by a combination of some or all of

these techniques, the standard of picture may not in all

cases reach that required for broadcasting. The six-bit

80 Mb/s system was considered to be the most reasonable

choice for the experimental system as it was the most

recently fully-engineered system which was available at the

time.

Having decided on the bit rate to be transmitted, the

ways in which the r.f. carrier can be modulated to carry this

information and the effects of the choice of bandwidth

and carrier power are discussed in the next two sections.

2.2 R.F. coding and bandwidth

The r.f. carrier may be quantised in either or both of

two parameters: magnitude and phase. Thus at regular

moments in time the carrier takes up one of a number, N,

of states, each defined by a value or a pair of values of the

parameters employed. The transmitted message may there-

fore consist of a series of symbols, each possessing N possible

states and therefore containing log^N bits, transmitted at a

symbol rate (or signalling rate) of j^; the bit rate is there-

fore/ log2N. There are many combinations of N and /^ for

a given bit rate and many ways of assigning N different

states to the carrier. Table 1 shows that, for an 80 Mb/s

system, we have the choice of a series of different numbers.

If we choose N = 8 then the symbol carries three bits and

the symbol rate is 80/3 = 26-7 MHz. Through this simple

choice, consecutive pairs of symbols may be made to re-

Table 1

Symbol/word States/symbol

N
bits/symbol

logjN

symbols/sec

/, MHz
r.f. channel

bandwidth, MHz

6

3

2

1-5

2

4

8

16

1

2

3

4

80
40
26-7

20

120

60

40

30

Alternative symbols for a 6-bit/word, 80 Mb/s system
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present one 6-bit picture word and the symbol rate is

exactly 6 times the colour subcarrier frequency.

In general, the bandwidth required for the r.f.

signal must be at least equal to the symbol rate itself but,

for practical reasons which are discussed later, the trans-

mitted and received bandwidths must be considerably

greater leading to an effective channel width of about

1-5/j as shown in Table 1. Although Table 1 shows that,

by increasing the number of states per symbol, the

required bandwidth may be reduced, there are certain pen-

alties which limit the extent or economic bandwidth

reduction by this means. These are the increase in carrier

power and the increased precision of equalisation and stabi-

lisation of the gain and delay characteristics of the trans-

mission path; these are discussed in the following Sections.

2.3 Carrier power and error rate

Fig. 1 shows some of the properties of four modulation

systems (of many possible examples) which have different

arrangements of carrier vector states and compares the

carrier power and bandwidth which they each require

when they carry information at the same bit-rate with the

same error-rate. The peak carrier voltage is shown by the

distance from the outermost state to the origin; the maxi-

mum carrier power is proportional to the square of this

distance. The error rate is the probability of a peak of

noise reaching the value sl2, where s is the smallest diff-

erence in level between two adjacent states.

In Fig. 1 (a) the modulation is of one dimension only,

amplitude, and the phase is constant. In Fig. 1(b) the

modulation of the ring of states might be regarded as one-

dimensional also, namely that of phase, so that the ampli-

tude will be constant at all times even during transitions

between states. However, the bandwidth required by such

phase modulation is greater than that which would be re-

quired for amplitude modulation of the same number of

levels. This point will be discussed again in Section 2.6.

Here we shall regard the system of Fig. 1(b) as being pro-

duced by quadrature amplitude modulation so that, although

the phase states will themselves be at constant amplitude,

the transitions between them will not. Figs. 1(c) and

system

(a)

(b) p. s.k.

carrier

vector

states

relative

states bits max.

per per carrier

symbol symbol power

12

20

3-58

4-50

4-16

relative

symbol rate

or bandwidth

0-5

0-28

(c) square

,
,—^—, 1

I—
I \
—

1

1—

I

o
.-

1
; 1 I (

! 1 ' ® !

16 40 4-50 0-25

(d ) hexagonal 19 4-25 4'76 235

Fig. 1 - A comparison of four digitally-coded carrier systems having the same bit rate and error rate
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1(d) represent a more efficient usage of the amplitude/

phase space for a given carrier power.

It is clear from the diagrams in Fig. 1 that, as the

complexity of the modulation is increased, a greater

number of states can be accommodated. As shown in

the previous section, the bandwidth required for a given

bit-rate is reduced as the number of states per symbol is

increased. If we assume a constant noise power density

(noise power proportional to bandwidth) the noise will

decrease as the number of states is increased. From this

we cah calculate the maximum carrier power (as defined

earlier in this section) required for a given error rate for

each of the four systems of Fig. 1 and this result is shown

by the curves of Fig. 2. The curves also cover a wide

range of systems. The derivation of these curves is as

follows.

The statistics of random noise are such that, when

the r.m.s. noise voltage is approximately s/10, the noise

peaks in either polarity exceed sl2 in a particular direction

for 10~^ of the time. An error probability of about

10^® is a useful practical value for assessing the carrier

power required for adequate quality. If we consider a

simple binary system of the type shown in Fig. 1(a)

but with only two levels, then the maximum carrier

level will be s//2 r.m.s. and a noise level of s/10 r.m.s.

would give an error rate of 0-5 • 10 corresponding to a

r.m.s. carrier-to-noise ratio of 10/2/2 or 11 dB. (The

factor of 0-5 in the error rate takes account of the fact

that errors arise from noise peaks of one polarity only).

Changing the symbol from 2-level to 4-level will double

the capacity of the symbol and allow the bandwidth to be

reduced by 0-5 for the same bit rate. For the same value of

s, the carrier power must be increased by 9 times but,

since the noise power is halved, the carrier power required

for approximately the same error rate is increased by only

4-5 times, as shown in curve A of Fig. 2. The error rate

will not be exactly the same because, as the number of

states in the symbol is increased, an error in the innermost

states of the symbol will occur twice as often as one in the

outermost states. This difference is equivalent to only

about 0'2 dB in carrier power and we shall ignore it in this

treatment.

Fig. 2 demonstrates three important features of multi-

state coding. First, when the number of states is small

there is a considerable economy in power in using a ring of

phase states (b) compared with simple amplitude coding (a).

Second, the additional power economy of using more

efficient packing of the states as in (c) and (d) is not

appreciable unless the number of states is large. Third,

the saving in bandwidth gained by increasing the number of

states above about 4 requires a disproportionate increase

in the carrier power. This law of diminishing returns

may be seen more clearly by examining the increase in the

slope of the curves of Fig. 2 as the number of states per

symbol is increased. For example, a five-state a.m. system,

an 8-phase p.s.k. system and a 25-state square matrix system

all have a slope of about three. This indicates that, other

considerations apart, these particular symbol choices are

optimum where a 7-5% (1-08:1) bandwidth reduction is

worth a 1 dB (1-08^:1) increase of transmitter-power.

The systems (a) (b) (c) and (d) described in Figs. 1 and

2 are all effectively double-sideband amplitude-modu-

lated systems with suppressed carrier. Digital single-

sideband systems are possible provided that only one

dimension of the carrier is required to be coded.

Independent modulation of the two carrier parameters

is impossible because they have a fundamental relation-

ship in a single sideband system. If the simple

amplitude system of Fig. 2(a) is restricted to one sideband,

no increase in peak power is required and the performance

is given simply by moving the curve of Fig. 2(a) to the left

10^
9
8
7

6

5

10
9

8

7

6

5

i

0-9

8

0-7

0-6

0-5

number of

states per

symbol

0-2 0-3 0-4 0-6 0-8 -l

relative bondwldtti

Fig. 2 - Relationship between carrier power, bandwidth and

states per symbol for four systems with the same bit rate

and error rate

(a) a.m. (carrier suppressed) (h) p.s.k. (c) square

(d) hexagonal
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by a factor of one half. This is, however, an approximation
because, depending on filter characteristics, the peak power
requirement for s.s.b. may be increased somewhat by
transient phenomenal

In practice, all the systems described here may require,

depending on their complexity, some additional transmission

power, bandwidth or time in order to provide reference

signals giving information on carrier phase, clock timing,

etc. Additional signals could, for example, take the form
of a partial re-introduction of an unmodulated carrier,

a pitot signal at the band edge or a periodic unique set

or words in the message which can be recognised un-

ambiguously as a reference. These problems are discussed

further in Section 2.7.

The effecti^ve cost of saving bandwidth may be greater

than that deduced from the increase in transmission power,
as given in Fig. 2, because of instrumental complexity, i.e.

the equalisation which is necessary in order to reduce

intersymbol interference; this is discussed in the next
section.

2.4 Intersymbol interference

Ideally, the transmitted symbols would be recovered

unchanged at the output of the demodulator in the receiver.

This also applies to the two signals which are required

to modulate the two, dimensional parameters of complex
symbols such as those of Fig. 1(b), (c) and (d),. In practice,

the presence of dispersion and distortion will, as does noise,

reduce the accuracy of the recovered signals. In a digital

system, each signal may take one of several different levels

and errors in recognising these correctly need not occur
provided that the greatest inaccuracy is less than half the

difference between adjacent signal levels. If this condition
is met, then, by sampling the inaccurate signal at regular

instants at which the signal levels are most clearly defined,

an error-free signal will be recovered. In order to allow the
greatest possible margin for interference and noise in

fading conditions, it is important that the state of each
symbol, defined by the state of the two dimensional
parameters at the sampling instants, should be independent
of all earlier or later symbols. It is also important that the
two dimensional parameters are independent of each other.

This is a two-dimensional version of Nyquist's first

criterion and can be satisfied by the following specifi-

cation of the gain and delay responses of the system.

First, the part of the system between the modulator
and the demodulator should be symmetrical in gain and
delay about the carrier frequency. Asymmetric errors

must be equalised before demodulation in order to prevent

interference between the dimensional parameters. Second,
the baseband response of the whole system should be
uniform in delay and skew-symmetrical about the frequency
Va /g. The overall response is taken with reference to a

starting point of a signal consisting of short impulses even
though the coder, in practice, will convert the message into

a modulating signal having a finite transition time.

The tolerance of gain and delay errors decreases

rapidly as the number of states per symbol is increased.

The stability of the propagation path is also important

and appreciable distortion due to multipath propagation

may cause errors unless the system incorporates complex,
automatically-adaptive equalisers.

2.5 Satellite down-link performance

The performance of a satellite distribution system is

likely to be limited by that of the down link because of the

limited power available on the satellite and the comparati-

vely wide area over which this power must be distributed

on the ground. A calculation of the noise power in a

ground-based receiver and the carrier power which it receives

from a geostationary satellite are given in an appendix.

The calculations involve some arguable assumptions about

the economics of satellite down-links and these are as

follows: the half-power beamwidth of the satellite trans-

mitter beam is about 3 degrees, allowing coverage of an

area such as Western Europe, and the receiving ground

station is assumed to have an aerial 2-5 metres in diameter.

With these assumptions the calculation shows that a binary

or two-phase system could be received with a 10~^ error

rate using a transmitter power of 100 watts and a useful

receiver bandwidth of about 100 MHz. Fig. 2 shows that

without requiring any increase in carrier power the band-

width may be halved by using a four-phase transmission

system; such a system is therefore very attractive.

However, it was considered that the demand for channels

in the available frequency band was such as to make a

further reduction in bandwidth justified by an increase

in carrier power. The next logical step was to choose a

symbol having 8 states requiring a bandwidth of one-third

of that of the binary system and a carrier power of 2-15

times or 215 watts; any further reduction in bandwidth

would require either a much more complex symbol or

an inordinately great increase in carrier power. A system

using an 8-state symbol seemed the best choice in the

circumstances and an 8-phase constant-amplitude or p.s.k.

system was chosen for the experimental work for reasons

discussed in the next section.

2.6 Linearity and phase-shift keying

In section 2.3 the advantage of multi-level coding of

the transmitted symbol was discussed and it was shown
that an arrangement of phase states in a ring of constant

amplitude gave a considerable improvement over a simple

amplitude coding. A simple ring of phase states is even

more attractive for systems in which good power-efficiency

of the transmitter is vital and cannot be easily achieved

without some non-linearity in amplitude. However,

to assess the effects of non-linearity it is important to

distinguish between true phase-modulated systems in which

the transitions between phase states are themselves at

constant amplitude, and those in which they are not. For

example, a true phase-coded system is required to deviate

up to ± Tf radians at constant amplitude. For such a

system, the simple rule gives a radio-frequency bandwidth

of ± (1 + it) times the baseband width; this is more than

twice the bandwidth of a quadrature-modulated a.m.

system which allows the amplitude to fall to zero during a

transition from one state to the diametrically-opposite state.

P.S.K. signals which are generated simply by quadrature

(EL- 103) _4_,



a.m. are therefore liable to distortion and errors in a non-

linear, band-limited transmission system. For this reason,

some more complex systems of coding have been devised

which avoid transitions through zero without losing the

advantages of amplitude modulation.

In many applications such as satellite broadcasting

amplitude limitation is not severe and is confined to

within the upper half of the amplitude characteristic.

For example, the travelling-wave tube amplifier, which

has many attractions for use in satellite transponders,

has a typical characteristic as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, the

reproduction of amplitude transitions is unlikely to demand

greater bandwidth or special coding systems for this applica-

tion and we shall be concerned only with simple p.s.k.

systems here.

Fig. 3 shows also the phase characteristic of the

travelling-wave tube from which it is clear that changes

in amplitude can produce appreciable distortion of the

phase of each symbol. The effects of amplitude/phase

conversion are somewhat more severe in systems using

both phase and amplitdue coding, although they can be

reduced by compensation during the coding process. The

distortion of transitions cannot be removed entirely and

it may be necessary either to compensate the character-

istics of the amplifier itself, or to reduce the power output.

2.7 The provision of reference signals

In order to retrieve the information carried by the

phase states of the carrier, at least two additional signals

must be regenerated at the receiving terminal: first,

a local signal at the carrier frequency whose phase may

be used as a reference with which the incoming signal

phase may be compared and second, a local signal at the

symbol frequency whose phase determines the correct sam-

pling instant. A third signal may be required in order

'0 02 0-4 0-6 0-8 10 12 1-4

input level relative to that causing power saturation

Fig. 3 - Amplitude and phase characteristic of a travelling

wave tube

to determine the correct grouping of these symbols so as

to reform the correct word from a stream of consecutive

symbols which each form only part of a word, as is the

case in the present application.

We shall consider the provision of these three signals

in the following sub-sections; in doing so, we shall assume

that the transmitted symbol stream is continuously coded

by the television signal in real time using only sufficient

storage for the assembly of small groups of symbols into

words.

2.8 Carrier phase reference

Before discussing ways of regenerating a carrier

phase reference it is useful to discuss the basic requirements

of the demodulator for a N-phase p.s.k. signal. Clearly,

the demodulator must be coherent or sensitive to the

phase difference between the incoming signal and some

local reference signal in such a way that, when the input

signal is unmodulated, the output of the demodulator

is stationary. This means that the two signals must

have the same frequency and a constant, if not zero,

phase difference. Since the incoming signal is being more

or less continuously varied in phase by the message, a

precise definition of its frequency is difficult and a precise

definition of its phase at any instant is impossible without

first knowing the message. But, even though the message

may have a random character, the phase of the carrier

dwells for the greater part of the time at one or other of the

prescribed phase states. By making use of this fact, it is

possible to generate a local carrier signal which is phase-

locked to one of the phase states; two examples of different

methods will be given in the following paragraphs.

In the first of these two methods^
"^'^

'* the incoming

signal is multiplied by a factor N, where N is the number

of prescribed phase states. The result is a spectrum

containing discrete components of which the principal

component is the Nth harmonic of the carrier frequency

and subsidiary components separated from it by intervals

equal to the symbol frequency. The carrier harmonic

component is then separated by a band-pass filter and

divided by N to produce the desired carrier frequency

component. The phase of this regenerated signal is

automatically locked to that of one of the transmitted

phase states but the choice of which state cannot be deter-

mined without an additional signal.

In the second method, the signal is passed to a

quadrature modulator and a quadrature demodulator in

parallel as shown in Fig. 4. The demodulator is driven

by a locally-generated carrier and gives rise to two voltages

representing the in-phase and quadrature components of the

incoming signal; these two signals then re-modulate the

quadrature components of the incoming signal. The output

of the re-modulator is then multiplied by the local oscillator

signal, and the low-frequency component of the product

of this multiplier is used to steer the frequency of the local

oscillator signal. In this way, the whole loop remains in

phase lock provided that the phase difference between the

incoming signal and the local oscillator is an odd multiple

of 45°. This method therefore, supplies a stable reference

(EL-103)



quadrature

demodulated

outputs

Fig. 4 - Carrier recovery by remodulation

carrier suitable for a 4-phase p.s.k. system, but still with a

four-fold ambiguity of phase.

Either of the methods described above will provide

a stable carrier reference signal provided that, at the start

of the transmission, the incoming carrier and the locally-

generated carrier frequencies (in the i.f. amplifier) are

reasonably close. The permissible frequency difference

is between ^ and^ times the symbol frequency, depending

on the nature of the transmitted message. If the frequency

difference is greater, the local carrier may lock to a sideband

of the transmitted signal. Once correctly locked, the

local carrier will follow considerable drifts in the transmitted

frequency.

The phase ambiguity remains and can be removed,

at the expense of additional carrier power, by adding a

pilot signal, e.g. a residual carrier-frequency component,

or by using a digital signal of sufficient redundancy to enable

incorrect phasing to be recognised and cause another phase

to be tried.

An alternative system of modulation coding which
avoids the need for an unambiguous carrier phase reference

is described in the next section.

2.9 Differential demodulation and decoding

In the previous section it was assumed that the absolute

phase of each transmitted symbol represents part of a

discrete word in a stream of quantised television signal

samples. In a p.s.k. system, where the phase states form
a continuous cycle, it is equally possible for the trans-

mitted symbol to represent the sum or integral of all

previous message symbols or, in other words, for the message

to be represented by the difference between successive

transmitted symbols. Decoding may be carried out in

either of two ways.

The first method is to demodulate the transmitted

symbols with reference to a local signal which is locked

to any one of the transmitted phase states by one of the

methods given in Section 3.4. The signals from the demo-

dulator represent the relative phase states of the sym-

bols and the symbol representing the difference may be

extracted by logic circuits in the decoder. Thus, the

phase ambiguity in the local carrier is of no consequence.

This is probably the best method for demodulating a

continuously coded p.s.k. signal and its only fundamental

disadvantage is that when an error occurs it is bound to

effect two adjacent symbols and may produce errors in

two adjacent words of the television signal.

The second method is to demodulate each symbol

by using the previous symbol phase as a reference; the

desired symbol representing the difference between the

transmitted symbols then appears at the outputs of the

demodulator directly. To do this, the demodulator

must incorporate a delay path having a delay time which is

nearly equal to one period at the symbol frequency and,

at the same time, is equal to an integral number of periods

at the (intermediate) carrier frequency. Clearly, in
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order to demodulate an N-phase p.s.k. signal with negligible

error, the intermediate-frequency stability must be high.

The major disadvantage of this method is that, since both

signals applied to the demodulator contain noise, the

effective noise power in the input signal is increased so

that, for a given error rate, the signal power must be increa-

sed by between 1 dB and 3 dB depending on the number
of phase states in the system; for an 8-phase system,

the required increase is about 2-5 dB. As in the differential

decoding method, a single symbol error may produce error

in two adjacent picture elements.

In spite of its disadvantages, the latter method of

differential demodulation was chosen for the experimental

system because of its robustness and simplicity which were
considered to justify the additional noise penalty.

2.10 Clock recovery

The second signal which must be regenerated at the

receiver is one at the 'clock' or symbol frequency, which
must be phased to ensure that the demodulated symbols
are re-sampled at the correct instants to recover the message

with the least possible error. There is usually sufficient

information in the transitions of the demodulated signal

to be able to derive a steady and accurate local clock.

A simple method, which was adopted for the 8-phase

system, is to detect the crossovers in the waveform by
passing it through a full-wave rectifier, an amplitude limiter

and a filter.

A possibly more elegant method,^ ^ which is applicable

to a p.s.k. system of any number of states, is to multiply

the demodulated signal by a delayed version of itself,

the delay being equal to a half period of the symbol
frequency. In this way, each crossover is followed by a

crossover in the opposite direction exactly one-half cycle

later and after filtering this yields a strong component at the

symbol frequency.

As mentioned earlier, a third signal may be required

in the receiver to enable the correct groups of symbols
to be combined into words. The frequency of this signal

is therefore a sub-harmonic of the symbol frequency and, in

the 8-phase experimental system, is the original sampling

frequency of 13-3 MHz. It was proposed that this signal

would be applied to the modulated carrier as amplitude

modulation. A very low level of amplitude modulation
would be sufficient since the integration time during which
the signal is extracted at the receiver could be comparatively
long; even so, this method entails some increase in carrier

power.

3. Experimental system design

3.1 Premises and aims

The reasons for choosing an 8-phase p.s.k. system
were based on a consideration of the application to

television distribution by satellite and were given in

Sections 2.5 and 2.6. Such a system would be suitable

for distribution of a high-quality 80 Mb/s television

signal in a 40 MHz wide channel as shown in Section 2.2.

An equitable comparison would then be made between
the digital system and an analogue f.m. system of the same
channel width in similar conditions of carrier fading, ampli-

tude non-linearity, co-channel and adjacent-channel inter-

ference. The problem of providing an absolute carrier-

phase reference at the receiver was discussed in Section

2.8 and 2.9 and although a solution to the problem was
available, it was decided to defer the additional complexity

required until a differential demodulation system had been

investigated. Recovery of the symbol frequency clock

phase was discussed in Section 2.10 and a method for

transmitting a symbol-grouping signal was suggested which
involved some penalty in additional carrier power.

A schematic diagram of the proposed experimental

system is shown in Fig. 5; the detailed operation will be

described in the following sections.

3.2 The coder and modulator*

The input to the system is a 6-bit parallel binary

signal provided by a differential analogue-to-digital con-

vertor which is clocked at the rate of 13-3 MHz. This 6-bit

parallel stream is partially serialised from a 3-bit parallel

stream clocked at 26-7 MHz as shown in Fig. 6. The
3-bit words A B C are then digitally processed to form

the 3-bit words A'B'C and these are coded into two 4-level

signals x' and y'. Two amplitude modulators are driven

in quadrature by a 70 MHz carrier generator and their

outputs, which are modulated by the 4-level signals x' and j'',

are added together to form the 8-phase carrier output
as shown by the vector diagram. The absolute phases of

the eight output states are uniquely related to the words
A'B'C as shown by the table in Fig. 6. The integrating

logic ensures that each new word A'B'C produces a carrier

phase which differs from the previous phase by an amount
which corresponds to the word ABC, using the same

table and vector diagram. The reason for the non-sequential

numbering of the phase states will be made clear in the

next section.

3.3 The differential demodulator and decoder

As discussed in Section 2.9, differential demodulation

avoids the necessity for a precise carrier phase reference

in the receiver by using the previous carrier state as a

reference. As shown in Fig. 7, the 8-phase r.f. signal is

demodulated in two multipliers fed in quadrature by a

delayed version of the input signal itself. The delay is

approximatley one symbol period, in this case 38 ns,

but reduced slightly (by about 3 ns) so as to contain

exactly 2jg- periods at the intermediate carrier frequency

of 70 MHz. The delay then introduces an additional phase

shift of an odd multiple of 2214 degrees, corresponding to

the phase angle between the x-axis (>'=0) and the phase

state numbered zero, and conforming with the phase angle

of 15772 degrees between the carrier oscillator and the

zero state in the modulation output, as shown in Fig. 6.

*The initial design of the coder and decoder was carried out by
D.E. Susans and tinat of the modulator and demodulator by
C.R.G. Reed.
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The two four-level output signals from the demodulator, JC

and y, correspond to the quadrature components of the

differences between consecutive carrier states and they bear

the same relationship to the 3-bit message word A B C as

the signals x' and y' do to the transmitted word A'B'C in

Figure 6.

The two signals x and y are fed to two comparators
and their moduli are fed to a third comparator. Each of

the three comparators makes a simple decision as to which

of its two inputs has the greater positive signal and, through
the particular choice of numbering of the phase states, the

outputs of these three comparators from directly the

original 3-bit binary word ABC: the vector diagram in

Fig. 7 shows how, for example, an advance in carrier phase

of three 45-degree steps, corresponding to the difference

between the absolute phase states '0' and 7', produces

the 3-bit word A B C= 1 1 1.

The stream of 3-bit words is then re-sampled at a

frequency of 26-7 MHz and alternate words are stored for

38 ns to form the required stream of 6-bit words at a

clock rate of 13-3 IVIHz. The original video signal is

recovered from the 6-bit stream in the 6-blt differential

digital-to-anaiogue convertor. The regeneration of these

clocking signals, which was discussed in Section 2.10, is

described in Section 3.6.

3.4 Filters

As discussed in Section 2.4, the modulation-frequ-

ency response of the system up to and including the

demodulator must be skew-symmetrical about a frequency
of half the symbol frequency or, in this case, 13-3 IVIHz.

The filters in the system must therefore produce an attenu-

ation of 6 dB at 13-3 MHz and the rate of attenuation must
be great enough to allow the adjacent channel separation

to be reduced to a minimum but not be so great as to
cause severe problems in equalisation and stability. The
channel separation of 1-5 times the symbol frequency,

or 40 MHz, was thought to be a reasonable compromise;
the response of the transmitter and receiver must therefore

both be negligible at a system frequency of 20 MHz.

approximates to that of a raised cosine pulse, but as can be
seen, there is considerable energy at the channel edge frequ-

ency of 20 MHz. It could be argued that this transmitter

response gives a major part of the required overall system
attenuation at the band edge, but a practical system
requires filtering at the transmitter to restrict the spectrum
and at the receiver to restrict the noise level. For

simplicity, it was decided to make the attenuations pro-

vided by the filters in the transmitter and the receiver equal

and it was calculated that a five-pole response would be

adequate for each. It was also decided to distribute

these five poles more-or-less equally between the baseband

filters F^ and F^ and the i.f. filters F^ and F„ although, as

we shall see in Section 4, there are some reasons for altering

this distribution of poles. It was found empirically that a

combination of pairs of two and three pole Chebyshev
filters would provide the 2 dB lift in the region of 10 MHz
and attenuation at 20 MHz required to convert the spectrum

of curve (a) to that of the ideal system response, curve (c),

anti-symmetrical about the 0-5, 13-3 MHz point. Fig. 8

curve (b) shows the transmitted spectrum alone, which has

fallen to about -30 dB at 20 MHz. The networks chosen

for all these filters were of a simple ladder type with no
delay correction; the baseband filters F, and F. being two-

branch Chebyshev filters designed for a nominal cut-off

frequency of 13-5 MHz with a 1 dB ripple arid the i.f.

filters f^ and F„ were three-branch Chebyshev networks

designed for 11-5 MHz with a 0-2 dB ripple. All these

filters F^ and F^ were built by transformation from their

low-pass equivalents. It was realised that in transforming

from a low-pass to a band-pass configuration, the resulting

i.f. response would be arithmetically asymmetric, that this

asymmetry would result in some distortion which could
not be equalised at baseband, as discussed in Section 2.4,

and that the distortion would take the form of cross-talk

between the two quadrature signals.^ ^
It was proposed

that, after an assessment of the intersymbol interference

cause by this cross-talk, the design of the i.f. filters would
be modified so as to remove the asymmetry. The asymmetry
could, of course, be reduced by choosing a higher inter-

mediate frequency than 70 MHz, but this would lead to

difficulties in carrier frequency stabilisation as discussed

in Section 2.9.

The filters which determine the response of the whole
system are shown as F^ to F^ in the block diagram of

Fig. 5. Filters F^ and F^ operate on the baseband

coded signal and filters F^ and F„ operate on the i.f.

signal at 70 MHz: filters F., and F^ determine the trans-

mitter response and filters F^ and F^ determine the

receiver response. There will be additional filters in the
radio frequency circuits of the transmitter and receiver,

but as these are unlikely to play a significant part in the

system response, they will be ignored.

The impulse response of the transmitter will of

course be modified by the 4-level coder which, for instru-

mental convenience, is designed to produce approximately

square-wave transitions with a short but finite rise-time.

By applying a pseudo-random message to the input of the

coder the impulse response of the coder was measured and
its spectrum is shown in Fig. 8 curve (a). The spectrum

i-0

10 -13 3

frequency, MHz

Fig. 8 - Spectra of a random message
(a) coder output (b) transmitter output (cj decoder input
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3.5 Equalisers

The simple design of the filters of the system ensured

that a close approximation was obtained to the desired

sl<ew-symmetrical amplitude spectrum, leaving all the

delay correction to be performed in the receiver. Two equ-

alisers were necessary, one for each of the 4-level signals from

the demodulator, and were inserted immediately before

the re-sampling in the decoder. The equalisers were of

the transversal, or tapped delay line type, each comprising

simple ail-pass sections with a delay of approximately 38 ns

per section. No particular steps were taken to ensure

a high degree of uniformity in delay and amplitude

response of these sections but it was considered important

that the equalisers and amplifiers had good stability in

order to avoid errors in decoding the four-level signals.

It was estimated that the intersymbol interference caused

by the delay distortion in the filters could be reduced

to negligible proportions by the use of about 6 sections

of each equaliser.

3.6 Clock recovery and a.g.c.

The 26-7 MHz symbol-frequency clock was recovered

by a simple crossover detector using a full-wave rectifier

and limiter at the input of the decoder. The 13-3 MHz
symbol-framing clock frequency was applied as amplitude

modulation following the p.s.k. modulator and recovered

before demodulation by an amplitude-modulation detec-

tor and a.g.c. circuit. The maximum depth of modulation

which could be used would be determined by the errors

caused by amplitude/phase conversion in a typical satellite

transponder characteristic and the minimum depth of

modulation would be determined by errors in symbol

framing at low signal-to-noise ratios.

type D flip-flops

J-K flip-flops

L

13-3MHZ

clock pulse

26-7MHZ

clock pulse

Fig. 9 - Interleaver
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4. Construction and performance of the experi-

mental system

4.1 Coder®

Referring to the schematic diagram of the coder,

shown in Fig. 6, the logic circuits are shown in Figs. 9, 10

and 1 1

.

*The detailed design and construction of the coder was carried out

by W. Murray and M. Weston.

4.1.1 Interleaver

The first operation is to interleave the 6-bit parallel

input to form a 3-bit parallel stream at 26-7 MHz, twice

the clock frequency. The six inputs are all settable to to

1 for test purposes. All the inputs are re-shaped and the

three most significant bits are delayed by 38 ns in a group

of D-type flip-flops. The interleaving is performed by
3 AND-OR-INVERT gates fed with complementary clock

pulses and behaving as changeover switches. The three

inputs are then re-timed by 26-7 MHz clock pulses.

inputs

A A B B C C

___j—\______

+ 5V

Fig. 10 - Integrating logic
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Using the arrangement shown in Fig. 9, high-speed TTL
logic was found to be sufficiently fast for satisfactory

results.

4.1.2 Integrating logic

The integrating logic recedes the interleaved sym-

bols ABC into another symbol A' B' C Using the 8-

phase vector representation of these 3-bit symbols given

in the diagram of Fig. 6, the phase of A' B' C advances by

the phase of A B C at each 26-7 MHz clock period.

INVERT gates, each followed by a J-K flip flop operating

as an exclusive-OR gate and three NAND gates followed

by an AND-gated J-K flip flop. Used in this way, the

available high-speed TTL was sufficiently fast for correct

timing in the feedback loops.

As indicated in Fig. 6, the integral logic can be by-

passed by a three-pole switch, so that an absolute coding

could be obtained for test purposes.

4.1.3 Modulator driver

This operation is basically one of adding the output

to the input from the interleaver using an internal notation

for cyclic order of phase states. A simple approach was

attempted using full adders but this attempt failed because

the timing errors, accumulated in the adders, delayed the

feedback until it was too late for the next input. However,

the circuit was simplified by using a logic arrangement, as

shown in Fig. 10, which acted directly on the binary

ABC input signal. The circuit consists of two AND-OR-

The conversion of the binary word A' B' C into

the two four-level signals x' and ;'' is accomplished by the

simple exclusive-OR logicshown in Fig. 11. In this case it is

more convenient to use the complement of the digit B.

The result of this operation is to produce 4 binary signals

x'^, x'^, y\ and y'2 x\ and x'2 are combined

in a simple resistive network to produce the output x'

and likewise y\ and y'^ are combined to produce y'

.

The signals x' and y' are then applied to the two quad-

4x100

type D

flip- flops

A'—

>

26-7MHZ
clock
pulse-—>-

D Q

CK

D Q

CK

0--1X
rrn

+ 5V

_±_ B'

+ 5V

D Q ->-f

a:2 = A ® B

—^l_^y

T>
+ 5V

1 .1 ^l
y'=As>C

' - n'y^~C

47

D Q

CK

h5V

D Q

CK

+ 5V

D Q

CK

D Q

CK

rrn

+ 5V

-5^

/2

J
5V
1_ y\

560

/TD

300 -100^

T

rrn

220

•130 50a

-12V-

300 100

470
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Fig. 1 1 - Modulator driver
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4.2 Equalisers
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Fig. 12 - Generation of eight-pliax signal by digital quad-

rature modulation

-rature carriers in the modulator, and the 8-phase states

are defined as shown in Fig. 12. The transitions between

states are determined by the timing of the 26-7 MHz
flip flops shown in Fig. 11. The transitions waveform is

that of a square-wave with a rise-time of the order of

4 ns and great care had to be exercised to ensure the symm-
etry of these waveforms in the biasing circuits for the TTL
gates. The spectrum of the pulse waveform from the

modulator driver has been shown in Fig. 8 before and
after filtering.

If the x' and y' signals are applied to the input of an

X/Y oscilloscope, a representation of the 8-phase symbol
can be obtained as shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 13(a) shows,

for example, a representation of the locus of the carrier

state as it passes through all 8 states in a repetitive succe-

ssion. This particular condition is produced by setting the

6 binary inputs to the coder to the number 100010.

This is serialised in the coder into an alternating sequence

of two words ABC, the first being 100 and the second

being 010, although the order in which these are to be

decoded will be determined by the phase of the 13 MHz
clock signal. As can be seen from the coding diagram

in Fig. 6, the 3-bit word 010 is integrally encoded as one

45 step in a clockwise direction, whereas the number 100
is integrally encoded to three 45° steps in an anti-clockwise

direction, leading to a carrier vector locus as shown in Fig.

13(a) which progresses by taking one step forward, and
three steps backwards.

Fig. 13(b) shows the same sequence of carrier

states after processing by all the filters and equalisers

in the system, in other words, the signal which is presented

to the decoder, assuming that no further transmission

defects are introduced in the modulator, transmission

path and demodulator.

Figure 14 shows an abbreviated circuit diagram of

one of the two delay-line, or transversal, equalisers; these

are necessary in order to remove the non-uniformities in

delay which are introduced by the simple band-shaping

filters which were described in Section 3.4.

Each equaliser consists of ten, simple, all-pass, 38 ns

delay sections in tandem, terminated in a 51 ohm resistor.

The signals at each of the eleven section terminals are extra-

cted by pick-off amplifiers and added in a combining ampli-

fier in any desired proportion and polarity, adjusted by

centre-zero gain controls in each pick-off amplifier. Initially,

these gain controls are all set to zero. After inspection

of the impulse response of the whole system when applying

a short pulse to the coder input, one of the gain controls

was set at maximum and the remainder adjusted sequen-

tially to minimize the output at multiples of the sampling

period (38 ns) before and after the peak of the impulse.

It was found to be convenient and sufficient to take

the main output from the third tapping point in the delay

line and it was also found that the last three sections of

the line were not required for adequate equalisation of the

impulse response of the system.

The delay-line sections were known to have non-

uniformities in amplitude and delay response amounting
to ±1 dB and ±5 ns respectively over the frequency range

to 15 MHz. The variation in amplitude response was
caused by losses in the coils and the variation in delay over

the frequency band was inevitable in a single section.

Both of these imperfections could have been reduced by
increasing the number of sections, reducing the delay of

each section, reducing the losses and increasing the precision

of adjustment. This additional complexity appeared to be

unnecessary, however, and the process of empirical equali-

sation of the impulse response was affected very little

by the imperfections of the equaliser.

4.3 Decoder

Figs. 15 and 16 shows the principal circuit features of

the resampling and decoding process. In Fig. 15 the

equalised four-level signal x is sampled and held, and com-
plementary signals A, A are derived according to the pola-

rity at the output of buffer stages. The buffers also

produce an additional signal I A I corresponding to the

modulus of X. A second circuit gives B, B and I B I

from the y signal. I A I and I B I are such that their

complementary component corresponds to the difference

of the moduli of x and y which has the polarity required

for the third digit, C.

Turning to Figure 15, the A B and C signals are

regenerated by MECL comparators and type D stores

before translating back to TTL for redistribution of the

output digits. The redistributor stores alternate 3-bit

words of the incoming 26-7 MHz stream and delays them
by 38 ns before passing them to the output as 6-bit words
at the lower frequency of 13-3 MHz. The gating of the out-

put flip-flops requires the 13-3 MHz clock to be regenerated

(EL-103)
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Fig. 13 - Eight-phase carrier locus for integrally-coded

6-bit message 100010

(a) at coder output, (bj after complete bandwidth restriction

and equalising

in the correct phase in order to form the 6-bit words as they

were when separated by the interleaver in the coder. The

six output signals and the 13-3 MHz cloc!< signal are then

passed on to the baseband digital-to-analogue converter

and video display.

4.4 System test

Tests were carried out on the system shown in the sch-

ematic of Figure 5 but omitting the modulator and demod-

ulator, so that the television signal was coded into the

two four-level signals and these were passed through

baseband filters giving the bandwidth restriction equi-

valent to that of the i.f. filters. In this way, the perfor-

mance of the coder decoder, filters and equalisers could

be assessed without confusion by errors caused by cross-

talk between the two quadrature components of the i.f.

signal.

These baseband tests enabled the logic timing to be

adjusted to give the greatest margin for drift and noise.

When this was done, the performance of the system,

although satisfactory with a sawtooth waveform, showed

some errors near luminance transitions in coloured areas.

These errors were found to be systematic and arose from

break-through from fast edges of timing pulses into the

signal stream prior to resampling in the decoder. Inspec-

tion of a pseudo-random signal at this point showed that

the eye-height was reduced from about 90% to 20% when

the clock drive to the resampling circuit was connected.

Removal of this defect was simple in principle but, in

practice, required a re-engineering of the decoder so that

the analogue and digital circuits were separated and screened

from each other. Complete tests involving the modulator

and demodulator were not worthwhile until the decoder

was re-engineered, but other considerations determined

that this was not a desirable extension of the work.

5. Discussion of results

The theoretical problems of designing a digital modula-

tion system for television are reviewed in Section 2 in some

detail and the requirements of a satellite distribution system

are illustrated by an example given in an Appendix. It is

shown that the use of an eight-phase modulation system

would enable a 80 Mbit/s signal (adequate for at least one

high quality colour television signal) to be distributed over

Central Europe from a geostationary satellite with a

transmitted power of about 200 watts in a channel band-

width of 40 IVIHz. It is shown also that a further saving

of bandwidth is very costly in additional complexity and

carrier power.

The objectives of a particulareight-phase system design

are given in Section 3 and the design details are discussed

with reference to alternative methods of recovering clock

and carrier phase references at the receiver. Initially,

a differential demodulation system could be employed,

in order to assess the penalty incurred in signal-to-noise

ratio. Subsequently, a more sophisticated form of carrier

recovery could then be attempted.

15 -
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The experimental work on the implementation of

the eight-phase system design was incomplete and no

investigations of noise margins or carrier recovery techni-

ques were possible. A complete test of the coder and

decoder gave a result which was unsatisfactory only for

instrumental reasons, for a solution of which there was

insufficient time available. It was shown, however, that

the eight-phase system was viable but would require

very careful instrumentation.

6. Conclusion

The requirements of a digital television distribution

system are discussed and some theoretical aspects of the

design are reviewed. It appears that a practical system for

distributing television signals over Europe by satellite

might employ eight-phase phase-shift-keyed signals in order

to be able to confine 80 IVIbit/s signals to a 40 MHz
channel without requiring excessive satellite transmitter

power.

An experimental eight-phase system has been designed

and constructed and, although it revealed instrumental

shortcomings which required considerable redesign, the

basic system of signal coding and recovery was shown to be

satisfactory.
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8. Appendix

Satellite transmitter power output required for an

80 Mb/s television distribution down link

Consider first a binary or 2-phase system requiring a receiver bandwidth of about 100 IVIHz.

Thermal noise power in 1 IVIHz at 290°K

Ground receiver noise figure

bandwidth (100 MHz)

noise power

carrier power (C/N = dB)

aerial aperture (2-5 m dish)

received flux

field-strength

(ref. -146dBW/m^)

Free-space attenuation at 36.10 m

Atmospheric attenuation

Total path attenuation

Satellite transmitter e.i.r.p.

aerial gain at edge of 3 beam

Transmitter power for dB carrier/noise

-144 dBW

+ 8dB

+ 20 dB

+ 7dBm^

-(-162 dB

-I- 3dB

-116dBW

-116 dBW

-123dBW/m2

+ 23dBMV/m

-H65dB

+ 42 dBW

-I- 33 dB

+ 9 dBW

Section 2.3 shows that for an error-rate of 10"^, the binary system requires a carrier-to-noise ratio of -H 1 dB. It is

shown, from Fig. 2 and Section 2.5, that compared with the binary system, the transmitter power and bandwidth required

by a four-phase and an eight-phase system having the same maximum error-rate are as follows:-

System

binary

four-phase

eight-phase

Transmitter Receiver

power, dBW bandwidth, MHz

20 100

20 50

23-3 33

C LA/AMI^
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